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Sure./us mone~ _avai~ablefr'?l7] e~~king lot 'D__'

·Preliminary plans mcideforlibrary parking
by CLINT ROBBINS
Surplus money from the construction of parking lot "D" may
provide for the construction of a
partially-developed lot nearer and
more convenient for the patrons of
· the new library.
Central' s Facilities Planning and
Construction Department has developed a preliminary plan for the
construction of the lot, the lack of
which was the focus of much public

provide for this need," said NasHe noted, however, that final
burg.
approval would have to come from
"One secondary, yet important,
the President's Committee for the
advantage in proceeding with connew lot to be located in the area
north of the new library.
struction of a parking lot in this
Parking closer to the new
area is that it will give some order
library was suggested earlier this
and meaningful arrangement to a
year when a petition was drawn
basically undeveloped area. If l.t
up, with the number of signatures
weren't°for the new lot, that area
clearly showing campus-wide supwould receive no improvement
port for more convenient parking.
within the near future," he said.
"We responded to the request .
Earlier this year, a moat was
and began ~o formulate plans to
dug around that undeveloped area '
to prevent parking and to prevent
unauthorized cars from getting
stuck.
Nasburg emphasized that the lot
would provide improved access to
the library for the college community and for off-campus patrons
alike. "We look at the construction
of this lot as a positive addition to
the whole campus."
A tentative plan to install a flag
pole was initially viewed as being
in conflict with the placing of a lot
1976: Vol.49,No.14
in that area. Later, a number of

opinion earlier in the year.
Eric Nasburg, programming and
design officer, explained that
money remaining from the partial
development of lot "D" should be
sufficient for the construction of
the new lot.
"Excluding any unforeseen pro·ble.ms with 'D' that would result
in extra cost, we should be able to
begin work on the new library
parking lot sometime after 'D' is
finished," Nasburg stated.
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committees met and resolved the
question.
"The parking lot plans we now
have reflect the direction of those
committees," he said.
Nasburg affirmed that the flag
pole would eventually be placed in
a respectable manner and distance
from the parking lot.
"We think- everyone will be
satisfied with the placing of the
flag pole and the construction of
the lot," he commented.
"A considerable amount of
money is necessary to construct
even a temporary parking facility
without the college funds accumulated from parking sticker
and ticket revenue," he explained,
"Neither lot 'D' nor the one north
of the new library could be
constructed without the parking
stickers and ticket revenue."
Parking lot "D" will be located
across "D" Street from the Instructional Building when completed.

Bouillion,. McConnell, Pavilion affe~ted_

Remodeling, building funds excluded from bill
by JANE SNYDER
Central administrators traveled
to Olympia · last week to fight a
budget bill before the House Ways
and Means Committee which is
denying Central's request for
additional capital funds for remodeling Bouillion and McConnell
and building an addition to the
Pavilion.
Members of the committee staff
who along with chairman -Bud
Shinpoch, D-Renton, toured the
Central campus last year, justified
t)le exclusion of the three projects
which are rated · top priority by
Central's administrators . and
trustees on the grounds that the
additional monies represent not
increased cost but an increased
scope.
Staffers from both the committee and OPP&FM (Office of Program Planning and Fiscal Management) said that they didn't have
information to recommend the
Nicholson project and Central,
though its administrators and
trustees consider it their number
one building priority, is willing to
let it wait till next year's biennium

session. They hope, instead, to get
the funds for McConnell and
Bouillion projects through amendment to the bill.
Central initially asked for $1.8
million for Bouillion and for $2.6
million for McConnell. Now they
want $3.6 million and $4.9 million
respectively and committee staffers argue that "The amount is
just too high to be inflation. It
must represent a changed scope."
Gil Braida, director of facilities
planning, denied that the academic
scope of the proiects had been
enlarged and instead blamed construction-cost escalation and a
faulty estimate in 1975.
Shinpoch disagreed with
Braida's analysis and asked if the
4,500 square feet since added to
the McConnell plan at a cost of $64
per square foot wasn't significant.
Braida said he didn't think they
were. Shinpoch also rapped the
increased costs asking, "Just how
wrong can an estimate be?" and
accused Central of an attempt to
"sneak things by." He claimed th~t
Central has previously "squeezed,
the legislature" by adding on to a

Central music major
to join national chorus
An Ellensburg coed at Central,
Brenna Brummett, has . been
selected as one of four singers
from Washington to join a 200voice national chorus for a special
Bicentennial program in Michigan
next summer.
Brummet, a sophomore music
major at Central, was one of the
win.n ers of state auditions held by
t~e American Choral Directors
Association for its National Bicent ennial Chorus.
The daughter of Barbara Brummett, a Central music department

faculty member, Brenna will.participate with the national chorus in
performance of a work commissioned from the eminent composerconductor Lukas Foss. The work
will be the grand finale to a gala
celebration week in July in Interlochen, Mich., during which choral
directors from throughout the
nation will study, perform and
hear American choral music from
the past 200 years.
A number of leading conductors
from foreign nations will attend
the conference as official music
ambassadors .and obser\rers ~

project after its approval.
Braida offered to review the
increased costs on a "line item .by
line item" and was cut short by
Shinpoch who said "that doesn't
tell us anything. Wt,. lcnow you
have to spend it on ·omething.
What I'd like to know L why this
keeps happening."
"Well Bud's job is t;eing a
hatchet man," Braida saic. afterwa,rds "and he's just doing h;s job.
He could have. been a lot nastier
than he was. He has to know why
the extra money is justifiable.
"We didn't figure it right in the
first place," Braida said, and he
· blamed himself for part of the
discrepancy between the 1975
estimate and what Central says it
needs now. But Braida also attributed the increased costs to

inflation and new laws mandating
additional safety, energy and haniicapped requirements.
Braida claims that if Central
doesn't get the funds it needs now
the projects will cost even more
next year. "If the legislature does
not approve the working drawings
we will experience at least a
one-year delay," Braida said. "And
besides the inconvenience of
waiting longer for the new facilities there'll be a sheer cost
escalation of at least 15 per cent on
construction costs. He claims that
it will cost about $248,000 more to
build Bouillion and $468,000 more
to build McConnell if there is a
one-year delay.
"There is a sequence of events in
any project," Braida said. "First
you need the money for the design

and after the design is completed
you need the money for construction~ The timing of these
elements, the least amount of
wasted time, is important." Braida
wants the funds to begin construction on July 1 and he believes
he can get those funds.
Concluding, he also believes that
Central will get funds for the
Pavilion project at the next
session of the legislature. "We
recognize the need for more information," Braida said, "and I am
very encouraged by the OPP&FM
and the Council on Post Secondary
Education. With their assistance
and support I think we'll get what
we need." Ac~ording to Braida, the
proposed Pavilion project includes
limited remodeling and laboratory
addition.

Affirmative Action head resigns,
leaves h0re with mixed emotions
Wally Webster, director of the Central Affirmative Action Program for the past two and a half
years, has announced his resignation from the
Central staff.
Webster will become the supervisor of employment for the Boeing Computer Science-Richland
Incorporation in Richland, a subsidiary of the Boeing
Computer Science Corp. The Richland organization
has a contract with the Energy Research and
Development Administration to provide computer
services for the Hanford complex.
Webster said he leaves Central with mixed
emotions. "I would not leave here to accept any other
similar position in community or college action
programs, but I look forward to this new challenge in
the industrial relations area."
Central President James E. Brooks indicated he
was sorry to lose a person of Webster's caliber, but
added, "I'm extremely happy for him. This is a
tremendous opportunity."
Webster will assume his new duties March 1. His
office will be in the Richland Federal Building.
While at Central, Webster completed work for the
Master of Science degree ill Organizational Behavior.

WALLEY WEBSTER

Intends to give,studen~ 'their money's worth'-----------.-....

ampus Crier

New advisor/instructor hired for EOP staff
Michael A. Clark is a new
Educational Opportunities Program staff member at Central. He
intends to give the students, "who
are paying my salary, their
money's worth."
EOP, located in Kennedy Hall,
exists to help people who have had
academic or cultural experiences
which make the adjustment to
college life difficult.
Clark will be working with EOP
as instructor, advisor and recruiter. He is now teaching a class
entitled Academic Survival Skills,
a course designed to teach stu-

dents to take tests, prepare
papers, take notes and study. In
addition, he counsels a number of
students in course selection and
personal/ cultural adjustment.
Recruiting for EOP is a difficult
task because many of those people
the EOP advisors are trying to
reach are removed from usual
educational possibilities. Such
potential students are found in a
wide range of places, from veterans' and unemployment offi~~s_j;_Q
hfgh school counselors' and parole
officers' files.
Clark, who has a de~ee in

political science from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, came to Ellensburg because
this was "the only organization I
knew of trying to provide this
service to people in general." As a
student at North Carolina he
worked for the career planning
and placement office.
Reflecting on where he grew up
and why he came here, Clark said,
"I saw poverty and waste. Waste
of people, especially those of us
who are black. I hope to help
people out of the rut I saw many,
from different generations, falling
MICHAEL CLARK

Men~Women!

Self-protection hints given

_Shampoo
Conditioning,
Scalp Treatment,
Haircut & Style

$12.00

--·</

707 N. Main

Hair Care Studio

into, mainly because of their lack
of money and an insecurity about
the attainability of a higher education."
Clark said he believed the
failure of many of the governmentfunded organizations started in
the '60 s was because of their lack
of true concern with their tasks.
He said he hoped that the system
is more responsive and sensitive
today.
In the coming months Clark
looks forward to working closely
with the Black Student Organization and other groups of students
on campus.

925·HAIR

by JANET McCLELLAN
Campus Police
What does self-protection for
women mean? It means (1)
knowing what to do to prevent
yourself from becoming a victim,
and (2) knowing what to do should
you become a victim.
The crime rate in the United
States has risen almost 200 per
cent in the last 10 years while the
population has risen only slightly
over 14 per cent. This is a very
distressing fact, but equally distressing is the fact that many
times neighbors and passers by
will show little interest or regard
for you should :you become a victim

FREEMAN
Platform for •76
Take a stand on comfort. Smooth supple leather beautifully
detailed on a stacked sole. Looks great, makes your
walk a little easier. Invest in a pair, Gold Brick or Blue.
CENTURY $21. 95 .

tempts to cover your mouth;
of assault. What this means is that
literally grind your te~th into his ~
you are your own best protection
hand and he will let go; swing your
against crime.
purse or throw your books--any
No matter where you live, never
thing to make a scene. Also never
advertise the fact that you are a
fail to use your one best weapon,
single female living alone. Use
and scream loud and long.
only your initials on the mailbox or
Screaming will attract the atin the telephone directory; for
tention of others and may allow
example, J. E. Doe or A. L.
you the opportunity for escape.
Cooper.
When he lets go or loosens his
Never advertise the . fact that
grip, break free and run; run to a '
you are absent from your dwelling
well lighted area; run towards
by placing a note in the door
people; set out on an escape route "'
saying "At class, be back at 4 pm."
and continue to scream. The last
You may be inviting trouble in the
_ thing in the world your attacker
form of a burglary or assault.
wants is to get caught; by creating
It is most advisable to have a
a scene you will convince him that
chain lock installed in any dwelgetting caught is inevitable and he
ling, but remember that a chain
lock will not stop someone who is · will most likely cease his attack.
The next thing you should do is
determined to enter. Therefore, it
to immediately report the incident
is even wiser to determine who is
to the police. Tell them everything
at your door before you open it to
you can remember: how tall he
any degree.
was, what he was wearing, what
It is best to remember that the
he said, what type of hair he had, ,
best lock in the world is of no value
where he attacked you, in what
unless all your doors and windows
direction he fled arid if you have ..
are secured.
Be wary- ot anonymous phone
ever seen him before. Even those
calls made repeatedly at certain
details that may seem unimporhours of the day. Someone may be
tant to you will aid the police in
checking to see if you are home
locating a suspect and apprehend
and what your habits are. Should
your attacker.
you find yoursell victim to such
What about sell-defense courses _
calls notify the police of the
or carrying weapons for sell- ,
circumstances surrounding the indefense? Courses on sell-defense
cidents.
are fine, but it takes years of
Always and immediately report
training to become expert enough
to the police should you return
to actually use it in the protection
home and suspect that someone is
of one's sell. This is one of those
inside your dwelling. Do not go in
areas where a little knowledge can
and do not call out to the suspected
be a dangerous thing.
intruder; instead go to a phone or
Knives and guns are best left to
the neighbors to contact the police.
those persons who through pracAlso notify the police should you
tice, education and training have
observe any suspicious activity,
become expert in their use. Also,
sounds, people or automobiles in
to carry a weapon, one has to have
your area. Your added concern will
a license issued by a law-enforceadd to your safety.
ment agency or become subject to
What should you do if you are
legal penalties of carrying a conattacked? Use all of your natural cealed weapon.
defences. Kick with the points of
For the uneducated and unyour shoes; if attacked from
skilled, the weapon can become
behind, stomp down hard on his the advantage and the weapon of
insteps; bite his hand if he at- the attacker, a possibility that is
better avoided.
You can protect yourself by (1)
being aware and being alert, by
being suspicious and on the lookfor tropical fish
out for suspicious persons or
& aquarium supplies
dangerous situations; (2) by being
discreet in your actions by
located 2 miles North of
avoiding conversation concerning
valuables that you may have on
Old
Vantage Highway
your person or by showing large
on Wilson Creek Road.
sums of money; and (3) by reporting to the police any crimes
Closed
whether
attempted or suspected ·
Sun - Mon
962-9166
crimes.

OVERTON'S

MUND Y'S SHOE STORE
Downtown Ellensburg
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Reformed alcoholic says:
'living at college rougher'
by DAVID~ASSER
Assignments Editor

Womanspace directs
specio I lecture series
A new series of public presentations about and for women is being
held at Central.
Sponsored by the college's
Counseling and Student Development Center, the lecture series is
only one of a number of special
programs directed through the
new Womanspace, a resource
center for women.
Lectures in the series include:
"Political Activities for Women"
by Dr. Usha Mahajani, of the
political science department, at 7
pm Thursday, Feb. 19 in Grupe
Conference Center and "Women
in the Arts," by Su&an Blanch and
Margaret Sahlstrand, of the art
department, at 7 pm Thursday,
Feb. 26 in Grupe Conference
Center.
The final lecture will set the
stage for the opening March 1 of a

sp~cial All-Women Art Show in
the Fine Arts gallery. The show,
which will continue for seven days,
is open to the public.
The Counseling and Student
Development Center's new
Womanspace office is located in
Barge 402. A feminist lending
library has been established there
and regular, drop-in hours are
maintained.

A series of "brown bag discussions" for women is being conducted by-monthly by Womanspace
leaders on the campus. Participants gather at the Womanspace
office at noon for informal
luncheon discussions about recent
books.
The next sessions will be on
Feb. 24 when the book The
Dialectic of Sex is to be reviewed.

Elect

She looks like any other student. She has no big
red nose, no tattered overcoat and she isn't carrying
a bottle of muscatel hidden in a brown paper bag. But
she is still an alcoholic.
"I haven't had a drink in three months," said
Karen (not her real name). "I quit for seven months, .
had a slip, but its been three months now."
But it's hard for Karen. Every time she sees
someone take a drink, she wants one too.
Living at college makes it even rougher. Especially living at Central, which is called "Beer U " on
the other side of the mountains. "I'm living in the
middle of a tavern," Karen said.
Much of the social activity on this campus revolves
around alcohol. Karen says a hundred per cent.
Consequently, "I've become a recluse," she said.
"I can remember," she ~ays, "going to the dming
hall at noon with my fifth of vodka in my purse, and
I was already rolling drunk.
"That's just it," she says, "nobody thinks anything
if you drink a beer at ten in the morning while you're
watching cartoons or if you drink alone."
No one really knows what causes a person to
become an alcoholic. It is a multifactoral disease.
There are as many causes for alcolholism as there are
alcoholics, and one out of every nine drinkers is a
problem drinker.
Karen pointed out there was statistical evidence
showing that some ethnic groups have a higher rate
of alcoholism. "Native American Indians are first,"
she said. "In second place are the Irish, and I'm very
Irish--on both sides." Besides which there are two
other alcoholics in her family.
Realizing you are an alcoholic is one of the most
difficult aspects of the road to recQYery. "S~mething

was so wrong," Karen said. "I thought I was going
crazy. I was in the hospital three times."
She continued, "Every day I'd wake up and think
'what's wrong?' I thought I was drinking to forget
whatever my problem was. I thought I was going
crazy.
"Then i drank a half a fifth of whiskey and a half a
fifth of vodka and took a bunch of tranquilizers. I
woke up in a hospital. I should have been dead."
It was Karen's father who finally told her, "You're
going crazy because of the alcohol."
"When I finally realized I was an alcoholic I went
to an alcohol and referral center," Karen said.
On a questionnaire given her· at the center, Karen
answered all 20 questions "yes." "That indicates a
very serious problem," Karen said.
"Then I went to the Olalla Guest Lodge, (an
alcohol treatment center) for a month," she said. "It
was 30 days of my life I'll never forget.
"Sometimes," Karen sai.id, "you have to bottom out
before you realize what's going on. People get
together and you really see miracles happen.
"My first night there, Danny, this guy I met, was
shaking so bad that the milk was sloshing over the
glass he had. But by the time I left," she said, "he
jogged around the compound three times a day."
Karen is still an alcoholic. She always will be. She
has to live one day at a time.
Karen attended Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
all last quarter. "They're very supportive," she said,
"but the campus is a different world." She said that
most of the members are much older than she.
Karen is very much in favor of an on-campus AA
chapter. "It would be very easy to do," she said. "All
you need are two people and you've got an AA
group.
"I need support," Karen said. "I need someone
w_ho'~ r~ht there; someone in the same situation."
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Marijuana
legislation
may lighten
punishment
by STAN MORRIS

Should marijuana be legalized in Washington?
This question and others pertaining to
drugs are topical issues now that the
Washington State Legislature is considering new legislation concerning the possession of narcotics.
If the new legislation passes, marijuana
may almost be legal on the Central campus.
The proposal provides that a person, caught
with less than an ounce of marijuana in his
possession may 1] be fined $5 and have his
drugs confiscated; 2] be warned against
possession and have his drugs confiscated;
or 3] after several citations for possession,
be fined up to $100.
Marijuana possession is illegal in almost
every state and has been viewed by parents
for many years as the crippler of youth.
Because of its widespread publicity and
easiness to obtain, marijuana has become
the center of American youth's social life.
Penalties, however, pertaining to the
distribution and sale of marijuana and
widespread transportation of large quantities, would remain the same in Washington
under the proposed law. This legislation
would save people who have never before
broken the law from embarrassment of
having a record. At the same time, it wouldallow law enforcement officers to concentrate on more serious crimes.
On the Central campus, police have made
five such arrests. Sentiment on the campus
now seems to be for decriminalization of
marijuana.
Concurrently, a growing number of

Americans appear to be thinking seriously
about changing the present marijuana laws.
In fact, some laws have already been
changed. The state of Oregon has successfully decriminalized the personal use of
marijuana. The American Bar Association,
the National Council of Churches, Consumers Union and the National Education
Association have urged other states to
follow the action taken in Oregon.
At Central, I asked several students how
they felt about the use of marijuana and
about the new legislation.
One co-ed said: "I think whether one uses
marijuana or not is a personal choice; the
same that applies to whether one drinks or
not. I feel that possession laws are too harsh
and the passing of this (Washington State)
legislation would be a step toward legalizing marijuana, a drug that carries the same
effects as alcohol."
Another student stated: "I would say
about 30 to 40 per cent of the students at

Central use pot regularly, at least twice a
week. When somebody asks me to smoke a
joint with them I look at it the same way as
if they'd said, 'hey man, let's go have a
couple of beers.' I think that too many
innocent people are being prosecuted, their
families subjected to social embarrassment
and a criminal record for a drug that does
less damage than a cigarette. I am 100 per
cent for the passing of the [State] legislation. I think people would start to look at
marijuana for what it is, rather than as a
harmful, mind-destroying drug."
A third student said:
"I don't use
marijuana, but I don't see any reason why
those who use it should be prosecuted for it
and subjected to imprisonment. I think that
the punishment is more harmful than the
drug itself. innocent people a:re subjected to
the worst criminals while imprisoned, so
that they may just return the next time to
prison, not as a drug offender, but as a thief
or murderer."
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McCormack's wilderness position attacked
by DAVID L. EVANS
College Editor
The few souls--some of them captive at their cafeteria
tables--who took the opportunity to hear Congressman
Mike McCormack in the SUB last week were able to see
mild-mannered Mike as he has flowered in a few years from
a humble freshman into a glib political practitioner
relishing the seat of power.
Perhaps the warmest topic of the session was the Alpine
Lakes Wilderness issue which has been the center of a
power struggle for some years. It has peaked, since last
summer's congressional hearings in the state, to a bitter
struggle between environmentalists--represented by Congressman Lloyd Meeds of Everett with the support of all
other representatives from the state and Gov. Evans--and
the timber industry, represented by McCormack with the
support of some recreation groups, chiefly of the motorized
variety.
The issue is so complex that it is difficult to set down in a
few hundred words any kind. of cogent explanation of it.
Briefly, environmentalist groups last year combined to
sponsor legislation that called for a larger wilderness than
that originally proposed by the Alpine Lakes Protection
Society. In HR 3977, they asked for a wilderness of 575,000
acres surrounded by a National Recreation Area which
would bring the total to more than a million acres.
After regional hearings of its own, the Forest Service
proposed a wilderness of 292,000 acres with a surrounding
multiple use "management unit." The timber industry had
proposed a ,wilderness of 216,000 acres that consisted
chiefly of "rock and ice" which would set aside an area that
could not be logged in any event (HR 3978). Since they had
opposed any wilderness designation from the beginning,
this seemed to be mere window dressing for the sake of
public relations.
A hearing on the three proposals in Seattle in June
brought an overwhelming preponderance of testimony
from witnesses favoring the larger wilderness. McCormack
then importuned the subcommitte'e on Parks and
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Recreation to hold another hearing in Wenatchee, nearer
to some of the affected area falling within his eastside
district. This hearing was heavily attended in July by local
business and timber industry groups with a heavy turnout
of "hard hats" who made a mockery of the testimony by
cheering industry spokesmen and booing wilderness
advocates.
As a matter of courtesy, McCormack sat with the
subcommittee panel chaired by Meeds and quite obviously
played to the loggers in the audience, eliciting comments
from witnesses which favored industry and nit-picking or
trying to embarrass wilderness proponents. After industry
and local government agency viewpoints had been heard,
mostly anti-wilderness, individual testimony swung
heavily in favor of wilderness and Mike departed the
hearing which he had insisted upon,calling in order to hear
the local people.
It was little surprise, then, when Mike volunteered yet
another piece of legislation--his "compromise"--on which he
worked closely with Pack River Co. in We11atchee. It
offered a greater wilderness area than HR 3978, yet gave
the loggers essentially what they wanted. It got nowhere
in the subcommittee, but Mike kept coming back with
other proposals to whittle away at the larger wilderness
plans.
Rep. Meeds, in the meantime, came up with his compromise for a 383,000-acre wilderness which was co-sponsored
by all others in the state's congressional delegation except
McCormack. Gov. Evans, a supporter of HR 3977, endorsed
it as the "minimum acceptable wilderness," and belittled
the timber industry claims of job losses were the bill to be
enacted.
The Meeds' bill has aroused stiff opposition from fhe
timber industry because of their legitimate fears concerning the management of the perimeter area. They are afraid
of setting a precedent with this bill which would affect
cutting practices elsewhere. The issue, therefore, is not to
be decided on the merits of this unique Alpine Lakes area
alone. The Forest Service itself objects to certain
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provisions which would change some of its present
practices. The Interior Committee, of which Meeds is a
member, has already eliminated certain provisions which
the opposition finds objectionable, such as a proposed
·
advisory board.
McCormack's man on the committee, Rep. "Biz" Johnson
of California, has come ·forward with still another
"compromise" providing for a wilderness of 343,000 acres
but with multiple-use management of the perimeter more
to the liking of the timber industry.
As reported in the Seattle Argus, McCormack has made
himself a "virtual pariah" among the Washington
congressional delegation by his arrogant representation of
the timber interests. He is obviously not a man with any
concept of, or interest in, wilderness. His matter-of-fact
statement here last week that "timber is a crop" reveals
his myopia on this subject. To be sure, timber is a crop in
some areas, but to most who know the area in question, its
great and unique beauty and its attraction for visitors
nationwide far transcends the relatively small economic
impact of logging the approaches to the Alpine Lakes. It
already receives more visitors than the North Cascades
and the Olympics coqibined, according to Gov. Evans.
Meeds, in Seattle two days after McCormack spoke here,
blasted Mike and the industry for these exaggerations. The
same arguments were used before the creation of the
North Cascades National Park, yet no such dire
consequences have resulted. In fact, many new jobs arise
which may more than offset any jobs lost in logging .
cutbacks.
Editor's Note:
In Tuesday action in the House Interior Committee, an
attempt to substitute the Johnson bill [McCormack's
choice] was defeated 23-17. The Meeds bill then passed
16-3.
At the same time, McCormack, chairing a subcommittee
on energy, dismissed opposition to nuclear energy
proposals with the remark, "It is time to lay old fears to
rest."
-
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Susie Lawrence, undecided, junior
Comparing it to other schools l don't think it's
fair. I think by the time a person is 18 he should be
able to decide whether they want to live on or off
campus.
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John Thomas, political science, freshman
I think it's good and bad. It can be good
depending on the intent of the college. I think it's
good if the intent is other than monetary. Overall, I think it's a good environment
as long as the intentions are honorable.
Dick LaFountain, early childhood education, junior
If an-18-year old is mature enough to be
in the service, then he's mature enough
to decide where to live.

Lori Cargo, psychology, sophomore
.·····
I don't.see anything wrong with it. 1 wouldn't •·•
mind if I came from out of town. I think its
a good opportunity for students to meet other
people.

Al Maletta, history, junior
Personally I think it's OK if you want to
live off campus, but college
kids don't have a good reputation. I don't think it makes a
difference if you're 19 or 21 myself.

Patty Turney, communicative disorders, junior
I can see the point of the school because they
want to make money. If you're going to college ?,"
you're old enough to decide where to live.
~·

John Shelton, undecided, freshman
I don't think it's a just rule. I can
see where the college would make
money off of it. I don't think it's too culturally
aware. After your first quarter here,
everyone should have the opportunity
to live off campus if he wants to. ·

Correspondents express various opinions
Grade inflation
error corrected
TO THE EDITOR:
I wish to express my appreciation to
the Crier and reporter Clint Robbins for the
fine two-part series on grade inflation. I
would like to correct one error which
appeared in a quote attributed to a student
who indicated that "according to a computer study at Central the average grade for
students in history courses is below 2.0."
The comprehensive report of a committee
chaired by William Owen of the mathematics department, which includes all
grades for 19 consecutive quarters beginning with spring, 1967, indicates history
grade points in 100 classes averaged 2.11, in ·
300 classes 2.59 and in 400 classes 2.58. It
has been the practice of the history
department to try to follow the policy in the
college catalog; to do otherwise would be
unprofessional. Th_e report of Mr. Duncan's
committee deserves serious consideration
by students and faculty. Whatever the final
result of these deliberations might be, I
hope the college community is prepared to
1.:onscientiously abide by the decision.
Kent D. Richards
Chairman, History Dept.

Reader says TM
'onlyforthe rich'
TO THE EDITOR:
Dr. Mahajani's letter regarding Transcendental Meditation contained many valid
points, and I agree with much of what she
said. It is true that the Crier's cartoon wa&
in poor taste. It is true that TM is a valuable
practice to a great many people. I also don't
believe it is a fraud, nor that the Maharishi
or anyone else is getting rich off of it at
anybody's expense. So far, so good.
Dr. Mahajani wrote, "To denounce TM
because its organizational aspect involves
the vile lucre is like attacking Catholicism
and its teachings because the Pope lives in a
palace and runs a veritable kingdom of the
Vatican." Again, true. But she continues,
"The money argument is irrelevant and
irrational." This statement I take issue
with.

To raise questions about the over-commercialism of our culture--and, yes, TM is
part of our culture, being, as I understand
it, an eastern practice very much westernized--is neither irrelevant nor irrational. We
can have one of two reactions to Dr.
Mahajani's analogy between Catholicism
and TM: either we accept these two
over-materialistic systems without
quesnOil, or..we are critic&l-:-I, ·ror one, am
critical.
Many people, including myself, have
attended a TM preliminary lecture and left
feeling distinctly disillusioned. To me and
others TM appears to be Reace of mind only
for the rich. Is this a laudable thing, that a
path to a greater inner strength is sold like
the latest brand of cologne? Somehow I
don't think so,
I do not wish to imply that TM is a
worthless fraud because of this commercialism. From all reports, TM is definitely not
worthless. A great many religious systems
(and I realize that proponents of TM would
object to it being called a religious system,
but I am using the term in its very broadest
sense) are commercialized, but they are not
worthless. The question is this:· do we or
don't we accept this materialism as inevit·
able?
Ours is a culture commercialized to a
ridiculous extent. Dr. Mahajani, whether
she actually intended it that way or not, i11
putting her stamp of approval on thi11 form
of human degradation. It is a 11hameful 11tate
of affairs, and I do not think we 11hould look
at it with equanimity.
Sincerely your11,
\'ictoria Uiambri

More equitable
taxes suggested
TO THE EDITOR:
Let's divide the pie more fairly, giving
tax breaks to the poor instead of to the rich.
There should be no tax on food. Monopolies
should be taxed extra. I am not for a state
income tax but I am for a state net profit
tax. Those showing a net profit of over
$50,000 should pay a.state profit tax. Think
of it this way: the bigger you are the more
you should carry.
Robert Roberg

Inmate desires
correspondence
TO THE EDITOR:
This may not be your policy in up-holding
the tradition of your school newspaper, but
I'm at a complete standstill with nowhere to
turn for help. The recent deaths of my
mother and father have left me in an empty
world filled with nothing but misery and
gloom. This is why I'm asking for your
consideration to publish an ad in your school
newspaper. I have no way to pay you for
this important favor because I'm an inmate
at Lucasville Prison. I hope you'll take care
of this matter soon. It will be appreciated to
·
the utmost.
I'm a lonely inmate without family or
friends. I sincerely wish to correspond with
broadminded and free-thinking people of all
intellects. I will answer all letters.
I'm Italian, 21, 5'8", 165, black hair and
green eyes.
Joseph Bretti
137-453
Box 787
Lucasville, Onio 45648

Steps suggested
to cut expenses
To The Editor:
Mr. Hollister, it is still hard for me to
believe that you are sincere in your wishes
to reduce expenditures. If you were, the
following obviou3 steps would have to be
taken.
The first step would be the elimination of
the two spotlights found burning all night
long in each of the thirteen courtyards in
Brooklane. Why are they there when each
of the fourteen apartments per courtyard
has porch lights?
Why don't you install clothes lines for the
residents of Brooklane? All summer long
the dryers run when there is really little
need for them to. Chances are, many of the
residents have never used clotheslines but

you could educate them. For the few who
would be reluctant to use this cheap source
of drying laundry, you could add the needed
amount of pressure by cutting off the power
·
to the eJectifca1 monsfers: Mr. Hollister, by eliminating those
twenty-six outdoor lights and cutting off
the power to the eighteen dryers for three
months, I might be persuaded to believe
you. Remember that I've just mentioned
things found in one complex of college
housing but if the steps were followed in all
college housing complexs the reduction of
expenses would be massive.
Troy Monholland

Convict asks for
college annuals
TO THE EDITOR:
I am a prisoner at the Washington
Corrections Center at Shelton, Wash. I am
from Ellensburg, and formerly attended
CPntral.
I am writing to ask several favors of you.
I am establishing a yearbook library for
thP pnjoyment of prisoners who are
<kprived of the sights of the out~ide world.
Thl' only way such persons can relate
visually to the world is through pictures.
Soml' of the prisoners here have attended
CPntral.
I'd like to ask you to donate about five
eollt-gc annuals for our library. We've
alrPady received donations from UW and
Seattle U. And we'd like to have Central
represented.
We're emphasizing the years 1967, 1968,
1969, 1970 and 1971, and would particularly
like to have yearbooks for these years if you
have any remaining, in any condition. One
prisoner has expressed a desire for a 1959
Central yearbook if you would happen to
have one. Please mail it to me, and many
thanks.
'
J. Martin, No. 125916
Washington Corrections Center
P.O. Box900
Shelton, Wash. 98584

Musical termed
'excel lent,' 'best'
To The Editor:
Congratulations and my thanks to Dr.
Milo Smith and to Dr. Bert Christianson
and his orchestra, and to everyone who
performed so well, for the "South Pacific"
muscial play! It was wonderful to see and
hear and ex.actne~s so seldom seen or heard,
anywhere! I felt the casting and the
direction, was excelletn! For those of you,
who never heard the original play, perhaps
you would not understand the full meaning
of what I am saying, it was truly excellent
acting; the delightful tunes of yesterday,
sung so well, and keeping with the original
old play, is unbelievable! This was by far,
the best musical ever performed at our
Central Washington State College! Central
is known for turning out great performances of any kind!
When I played my original music from
the play, I was amazed at the wonderful
exactness of the music, which shows how
professional our Dr. Christianson and his
orchestra are! It is easy to be enthusiastic,
when such a play is done so good. The art
settings were very beautiful; the costumes
of the 1940's brought back many memories;
and the great acting ability of everyone,
including the leading man with his "Z-Z's"
which I personally enjoyed. It added to the
comedy and it did not bother me, as it might
have to others who are always ready to be
very critical! One instead, should look for
the entertainment of each person, and be
able to fully enjoy the program.
Dirty Mary was excellent, she really
outshined the part of the original play, and
she should have an extra round of applause,
because she simply was good, both in her
singing and acting! The antics of everyone
during the many set changes, was helpful
and were enjoyed, as was the hearing of
back-stage, unavoidable noises that only
add to a live-play! It should be fun attending
any live performance, as anyone should
know.
Thank you for providing such a wonderful
evening of good entertainment, long to be
remembered. I hope I did not forget to
mention anyone, as it was not intentional.
Ms. Edie McAdama

A look at the capital city

Crier staff recently visited the
state capital in Olympia. We would Hke to share
part of our experience. Clockwise from top left are
a statue commemorating Washingtonians who
gave their lives in war, Gov. Dan E~a~sata press
conference, the state capitol building and the
governor's mansion.
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Telephone rates Penthouse top Dean Hall
offers horticultural delights
to be discussed
A public hearing concerning the
In addition, Macl ver will be
proposed rate increase by Pacific available to assist consumers who
Northwest Bell will be held in may wish to present written or
Yakima Feb. 20. Leading the oral testimony to the commission.
hearing will be . the Attorney
Macl ver described the current
General's new consumer proproposal
as "the largest · increase
tection advocate, attorney Clyde
ever requested." Basic monthly
Maclver of Seattle.
The state Utilities and Trans- rates would go up 23 per cent and
portation Commission, which is there would be increases in special
considering the application for the categories too. The total increase
. rate increase, has scheduled public would be in excess of $60 million a
hearings in areas serviced by the year in Washinton intra-state
firm.
· service.
Hearings also will be held Feb.
Gorton added that by law utili17 in Seattle, Feb. 19 in Spokane
are entitled to make a fair rate
ties
and Feb. 23 in Vancouver.
Attorney General Slade Gorton of return on investment. The
said Maclver will appear at all four spedal assistants for the public
sessions to represent the con- a~sist utility users in being efsumers, which in this case includes fectively heard in the rate-making
not only residential users but also process, sometimes resulting in an
all other categories of telephone increase smaller than the one
proposed.
users.

Continuing Education
offers many Services
by RANDALL DODD
There are almost 3,000 Central
students that you're not likely to
see walking around on campus.
This is because they are students
in one or more of the programs
offered by the Office of Continuing
Education.
All over the state, Continuing
Education offers classes, workshops and seminars about subjects
as diverse as "Backyard Biology,"
"History of the African Revolution" and "Belly Dancing."
The off-campus credit courses
and programs are the work of
Derward Tozer and Pat Dorsey.
People from any area of the state
who are interested in forming a
class may call one of their offices
and explain the needs they have.
From what the person tells them,
Tozer or Dorsey will write up an
application for Credit Course
Approval, which also includes a
cost estimate.
In addition, Continuing Education offers special seminars (generally one or two weekends) for
special topics. J.E. Baldi, special
programs coordinator, explained
that Continuing Education tries to
be as service-oriented as possible.
"We try to incorporate three basic

Cultivating plants was once
thought of as a fine pasttime for
elderly ladies, bespectacled horticulturalists and Morticia Adams.
However, now it is quite the
"common man's" hobby.
·Tm not sure if the department
has grown in any great size. But,
all the botany classes are full,''
stated Dr. John Carr of the botany
department. "We have 100 people
enrolled in our evening class on
house plants and 100 more taking
the course in Yakima."
One of the main resources for
learning is Central's gre~nhouse
located high atop Ellensburg on

the roof of Dean Hall. The glass
structure is not very noticeable
during the day and at night its
presence is obvious by the strange
glow emitted only if the work
lights are on.
According to Dr. Carr, who has
been in charge of the greenhouse
for four years, "The greenhouse is
used mainly for growing plants for
class use and experiments or
projects."
The greenhouse claims one of
the largest collections of orchids
and bromeliads, a tropical plant, in
central Washington.
Visitors to the greenhouse were

once welcome at any time. Unfortunately, quite a number of plants
were being stolen and the hours
were cut. A student worker ii, now
there from 9 to 10:30 am each
day.
Directions are not too tricky. Do
not just take the main stairs to the
top or you will find yourself on the
roof and not in the greenhouse. Do
take the main stairs to the third
floor; take a quick right and then
take the next left. Proceed down
three doors on the left and go
through the one marked "Penthouse." There you will encounter a
garden of .e arthy delights.

the
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8th Annual Paiam~ Party

Get your P.J.'s ready
_Happy H<?ur all night

ideals into all of our programs,''
Baldi said. "First, they must be
informal; second, they must be
informative . and third, they must
be inexpensive."
During the summer, all on- and
off-campus classes are run by the
Office of Continuing Education and
Summer Session. The total
number of students involved in
Summer Session exceeded 4,500
last year, with over 1,000 of those
in off-campus programs only.
The newest addition to the
Office of Continuing Education is
the Women's Center. Alice Yee,
director, said that the !::enter
offers counseling, testing and
evaluation, as well as workshops
and conferences to help women
develop their potential and reinforce them for doing things they
enjoy.
"The major purpose of the
Center is to stimulate people in the
community to be concerned with
the forces affecting their lives,"
Yee said, "and to help women see
that they do have options in their
lives. We see that society has
defined roles for men and women,
and we help people to realize that
what one does with one's life
should be an individual decision."

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR.

Member F.D.LC.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE
/

603 North Main

925-5539
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sol No. Pearl St.,
William D. VanHoose Assistant Vice President & Manager

fire Chief promises to P-rosecute culprits

False fire alarms dangerous and expensive
by BECKY PERRIE
The scene is Whitney-Stevens
courtyard. It's 2:30 am Saturday,
Jan. 31. It's dark, windy and cold.
A fire alarm buzzer is triggered
somewhere within the . student
apartment complex. The pulsating
buzzer continµes, unrelenting for
'at least 20 minutes. Students
evacuate the building while Campus Police Department officers
rush to the area.
Simultaneously with the first
peal of the buzzer, an alarm is
kicked off at the Ellensburg Fire
Department downtown. Six firemen, whose 24-hour shift is nearly
over- by now, tumble from bed,
slide down a pole to the truck area
(much like Emergency) and within
2 1/z to 3 minutes they arrive at
Whitney-Stevens on Engine No. 1.
Five firemen, off-duty but on• call, report to the EFD building
and man the second engine which
arrives roughly two minutes later
than the first truck.
You've just read an account of
the first false fire alarm during
winter quarter 1976. It was the
59th false fire alarm in a period of
37 months. This number--59-refers only to what Fire Chief Ed
West calls malicious false alarms.
· "Fals.e fire alarms are divided
into two classifications," explained
West, "malicious and malfunctional. The latter category refers
to electronic circuit disorders
which may cause the alarm to
sound. A malicious false alarm is
one where some person has deliberately triggered the alarm. An
electrician reports which category
each false alarm belongs to."
In 1975 alone, 21 false alarms
were designated as malicious and

only negative aspect of false
14 as malfunctional.
alarms. Fire Chief West said that
To comply with state and city
it's also a dangerous dilemma.
ordinances, two fully equipped fire
"It's not just a prank like too
trucks with accompanying standard-sized crews must report to ·many college students think it is.
each and every fire alarm when it's There are several inherent dantriggered from an educational or gers in the situation. From the
residential structure. That's moment the initial alarm is pulled,
because the college, with a high it only takes the first truck three
population concentrated in a rela- · minutes to reach the Student
tively small space, is regarded as Village area on Alder Street.
Other points on campus can be
being a high-risk area.
Each false alarm costs the local reached even quicker. Traveling
fire department $125. That figures so fast, there is a big potential for
to a grand total of $2,625 last year; an intersection collision; a collision
a substantial expenditure from the which would probably mean death
city budget. According to West, to anyone in a small vehicle.
the city has never been reim"Then there's the ambulance
bursed for any of this money.
problem. The city ambulance,
The financial expense of res- housed in the EFD building, is
pondinl!' to fire alarms is not the manned by EMTs [Emergency

Medical Technicians 1 and para·
damn college kids' pranks."
medics, who are also firemen. This
As ·the firemen grow to resent
means that if the two engines are even more the representative
already responding to a call, no attitudes of the college comone is left to operate the ambu- munity, West fears that a serious
lance.
morale problem will develop at the
"We've already been confronted department headquarters. "If the ·
_with this situation twice, where men really don't think a fire exists,
it will become harder and harder
two trucks were enroute to (false)
for them to hurry with the speed
alarms on the college campus
when calls for the ambulance were . necessitated by emergencies.
While they may hurry for the job's
received. Procedure dictates that
sake, the incentive that provides
before sending either engine back,
real speed and energy is missing if '
the firemen must determine that
they feel no sense of urgency. And
the alarm is indeed false. This
if one of the dormitories does catch
usually results in a five to six
fire the few moments, and
minute delay in reaching indieventually minutes, lost may mean
viduals who have called for the
the unnecessary loss of one or
ambulance. No one died in either
more students' lives."
of these two cases which overFire Chief West and his crew 1
lapped false fire alarms, but somecaptains in the department are
day someone may. Five and six
working with acting-City Manager
minutes is plenty of time for
someone to die."
Jim Christie on developing a
solution to the problem presented
West also mentioned a third,
by the campus. [Virtually no false
more typically thought of, danger:
alarms are received from other '
another fire call, a real fire,
elsewhere in the city. Again, as
areas in town.] As the EFD is
yet, no one has seriously suffered
legally liable for all fire protection
from this potentially crucial situwithin the city limits, including the
ation. But that's no indication that
Central campus, legal complications
no one will fall victim. The
have frequently posed obstacles t0
weekend of the Whitney-Stevens
suggested alternatives. City
alarm was cited by West as an
Attorney Tom Dohne provides the ·
example.
legal assistance needed in their
"The false alarm was transconsiderations.
,..
Before any alternative action in
mitted about 2:30 am Saturday.
Approximately 23 hours later, a
dealing with false alarms is taken,
fire alarm via phone was received
the study group's conclusions and
from 1000 South Ruby (situated in
recommendations will be submitthe neighborhood of Prairie M~r
ted to the Ellensburg City Council
ket and the Buckboard Tavern).
for approval. In the meantime, the
This fire was real. A little girl was
EFD will continue to respond to all
severely burned and died the next
calls at all hours from the campus.
day at the hospital. Her mother,
Triggering a false fire alarm is a
who was renting the house, lost all
misdemeanor in Washington
her furniture and clothes; the
State and is punishable by a fine,
house itself will probably be
short jail sentence or both.
demolished due to extensive
"These kids," said West, "think
damages.
the false alarms are a lark, now.
But if I ever catch one, and can
"Had the false alarm from
prove in court that he's the culprit,
Central been triggered Sunday
morning rather than Saturday, it I'll prosecute him to the full extent
certainly would have interfered of the ·law, the fullest extent
possible."
with the effectiveness of ~ne
fire-fighting; possibly even endan"Squealing" as such is not the
gering other homes in the neighrequested action. Rather, West
borhood."
suggests that if a student sees
Apparently only one thou$'ht
someone about to pull an alarm, '
crosses the minds of firemen being
that by making his presence
jarred from sleep by a call to
known, he can probably avert the
Central: "just another of those
next malicious false fire alarm.
A

Tired of Studying?.
Take a ''Beer Break''
at BarneY-'s - just a 5minute walk from campus
We have your favorite
beverage on tap.
Enjoy a Super Mother
with your Beer.
Studying late? We're open until
11pmM-Th12pmFri&Sat
710 N. Anderson

HAWAII

SPRING BREAK MARCH 22··29
Join CWSC grouP. in Waikiki Vacation
Included: Round trip air f.:.re, (Seattle - Honolulu) nights in
Reyf Hotel.
Hertz Rent-a-car .for one day (21 yrs. up driver),
Catamaran Sail, NW A Hawaiian Dollar
Discount Booklet, M~i Tai Cocktail Party,
Welcome Breakfast, South Seas Lei.
Not Included: Transportation between . airport and hotel,
baggage handling, meals in Hawaii, tips, special
t rip or baggage insurance.
~: Standard Rm. (Twin occup.) $309 per person
Deluxe Rm. (Twin occup.) $340 per person
(Triple Occup.) $326 per person
No air fare only space available
Reseryations: Limited space, Required $50 per person
deposit.
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED.
Contact: Dr. J. Wesley Crum, Black Hall #31, 963-1671,
20 Skyline Dr., 962-2327, for details and reservation
forms.
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Program
•

insures
equality

in hiring
by LAURA STOUT

Part of the new terminology of the '70s is
Affirmative Action. The whole movement
of the program is the result of women and
minority groups striving for equality.
The Affirmative Action Program at
Central has been in existence since 1972.
The program was first done on a part-time
voluntary basis. Since then, and since the
arrival in 1973 of Wally Webster, director of
Affirmative Action at Central, the program
has evolved into full-time work. Webster
will be replaced at the first of the month as
he leaves Central to work as performing
manager at Boeing Computer Services in
Richland.
The main objective of Affirmative Action
is to insure that women, ethnic minorities,
the handicapped and other groups protected by civil rights laws are given the
best opportunities to be hired and promoted
by an Qrganization such as Central.
The federal government requires institutions of education to comply with all civil
rights legislation. like any other business.
Because the college is a federal contractor,
and its funding hinges on compliance with
federal regulations, the president created
the Affirmative Action ·Office to provide all
the necessary reports and analysis necessary to insure compliance.
Work at Central involves every aspect of
personnel actions ·and management. Says
Webster, "We're involved in everything
from revealing job descriptions to selective
procedures. Once a person is on the staff
here, we do everything from disciplinary
actions to that which involves a personnel
action that may influence working conditions of employes."
The Affirmative Action Office is required
to provide reports to the federal and state
government on work being done at Central.
On campus it provides workshops on
racism, sexism and awareness sessions for
the handicapped.
Webster views his job as performing an
auditing function. "We do not make
decisions in terms of hiring people," he said.

"We do not promote people,. discharge them
or lay them off. What ~e do is monitor and
advise those administrators who have the
responsibility to take these actions, whether or not those actions have the effect of
discrimination."
Since Affirmative Action went -into
effect, there has b-een tremendous change
in the way employes are hired. Now,
procedures are followed for reviewing job
descriptions to determine if they really
meet the intent or requirement of the
particular jobs. ,
Webster further explained the procedure
as checking to see if the job description or
requirements are inflated or if the requirements will have the effect of eliminating
women and minorities. For example, there
are some occupations where these groups
cannot expect to have managerial skills for
long periods of time. In some cases, women
and minorities are simply not admitted to
certain occupations.
-"Hopefully," says Webster, "we have
eliminated to some extent what I term the
'my boy system' where _ the vacancy
becomes available and somebody jumps up
and gets a friend that job.
"We basically have eliminated this with
advertising procedures. Women and minorities were not included in that system of
operation before. Affirmative Action forces
the hiring official to document the reason
why each person was eliminated from that
applicant pool. Each person is considered
for the job beyond the initial screening
stages. Administrators must document the
kinds of questions they are going to ask the
person also.
"We want to insure that they are in
compliance with the preemployment
inquiry guidelines to eliminate those items
which have discriminated against individuals in certain cases," says Webster.
"Some situations that come up are, for
example, hiring women with small children,
divorcees and older singles. The employer
sometimes sees these people as unstable.

a

Now only those questions- which directly
relate to the job can be asked."
After a person is chosen for the job, the
employer must show some rationale for
why he chose that person. In the case of
"protected groups" he must give a statement of reasons on why the person was
eliminated and he must prove why the
person selected was more qualified than
those individuals who were rejected.
Webster says he feels that in terms of
handling guidelines that insure compliance,
his office has succeeded. But he points out
that the system in itseH cannot work
without the cooperation of the people
involved. "Lets face it, if the administrator
wants to hire somebody, regardless of the
guidelines, he can always find reasons why
that person should be hired. It's more
difficult, but it's still possible. What we get
down to in that case is the spirit, intent and
commitment of the person to the guidelines
and to the purpose they are trying to
achieve."
- Perhaps a person didn't get a merit ·
increase or didn't get promoted. Perhaps a
woman was hired at a lower salary.
Analysis must be made and if something
which might be a discriminatory act is
observe_d, reasons must be given for it.
Each individual case has to be looked at
to determine if discrimination, either intentional or unintentional, was practiced. Says
Webster, "Regardless, there's no difference
between intentional and unintentional. It's
like involuntary manslaughter and homicide, the victim is dead. We have to pay the
same penalty for both discriminations."
Webster says he feels the institution
needs improvement in reviewing to insure
that decisions are not discriminatory. He
says this needs to be done prior to the
decision being made. Usually it is after the
fact and the only way to correct it is in the
form of a formal complaint against discrimination. By reviewing the process before the
final decision is made, the formal complaint
of discrimination could be eliminated.

Ugly Bear Schedule of Events:*
Monday:

all day & night pitchers are $1.25
.

Tuesday: free popcorn day
Wednesday:

~

free pool -- 5 pool tables

Thursday: pitcher of wine $1.75, glass 40"
pitcher of ·b eer.$1 .25

=---~!!!i!!=------r.

Friday /Saturday:

$1.25 pitchers until 7-after 7 pm regular
price ($1 .50)

KEGS, PONY KEGS & GALLONS TO GO
·foosball

air hockey

&

other _electronic games

* Wiz:z:ards note-. 7 pinball machines II
Hours 12 'til 2 & 2' til 12 Sunday

l 11 West 3rd

CUT OUT AND SA VE

925-4602

Big Bear/. this here's the Rubber Duck

C Bs gain in popularity; rules explained
by KAY CORY
For about a year now one of the
most popular items to own is a
citizen band radio. It seems that
almost anyone can get a license to
operate one, and everywhere you
go you are reminded that the CB s
are in existence.
When you turn on the local
Ellensburg radio station, KXLE,
in the morning, you hear C.W.
McCall and others doing charts
about the truckers using CB s to
talk to each other back and forth.
They talk about the "smokies

(State Police) on my tail," and
"they even got a bear in the air (a
police helicopter."
There are laws against misusing
CB s. When you buy your equipment you receive a sheet stating
"Warning. Operation of the CB
radio requires a valid station
license issued by the Federal
Com'm unica tions Commission
(FCC). Do not transmit with your
equipment until you have received
your license. Illegal operation can
result in severe penalties. Be
certain that you have read Part 95
of the FCC Rules and Regulations

before operating your station.
"License applications are to be
made on FCC Form 505, available
from FCC field offices. You are
required to maintain a current
copy of Part 95 of the FCC Rules

viding two-way communications
from an automobile to home or
business. It is as simple to operate
as a TV set and easier than a
telephone. No tests or special
technical knowledge is required
and any US resid~J!t over 18 may

1) provide operating procedures
under FCC regulations governing
channel nine as the official emergency channel and
2) provide a uniform basis of
operation for all REACT teams
with flexibility to suit local conditions.

Anna Wyman Dance Theater

CONTEMPORARY
DANCE ~ _,_. _
I

Wednesday,
February 25 .

\ii

apply and obtain an FCC license
to operate a CB radio. One out of
39 automobiles is already equipped
with a CB radio.
graph 95.101 of the Rules, and
.
'
your transmitter identification
When you need help on the
card is to be attached to each
highway call REACT on emergentransmitter.
You will receive
cy channel nine. REACT is a
these in the mail when you have
nation-wide organization of nearly
~""
sent in your fee. If you don't have
1,000 volunteer groups totaling
the card attached and the radio is
approximately 40,000 volunteers
being inspected, the radio can be
who utilize equipment in the
removed by the FCC inspector."
Citizen's Radio Service to monitor
emergency channel nine and proCitizen band radio is a lowPre-ticket Sales SUB information Window
vice local two-way radio communicost, convenient means ·of procation in response to emergencies .
............................................._....................................... REACT teams are prepared to
provide supplementary communications in any emergency.

8- lOpm; $1.50
~ McConnell
Auditorium

by the procedures in the REACT
Monitoring Guide. This guide was
originally prepared specifically for
the Ohio REACT Emergency Network. It has been reviewed by
both the Federal Communications
Commission and the Ohio State
Highway Patrol. It is intended to:_

as a part of your station records.
Your station license should be
posted in accordance with para-

'r:
))-

Central Washington CB and
Electronics in Ellen :~burg sold
approximately 300 CE units last
year. If you want a license to
operate a CB you can go there and
pick up an applicatfr,n. At a cost of
four dollars, a licer!se is issued for
five years. Mattson's Camera and
Sound of Ellensburg said they sold
about 50 CB units last year.
McCullough Music said that CBs
have been and still are in demand.
There is a CB club in town called
the Ellensburg CB Club. There are
members in it from all over the
state.
The people who are upset with
CB owners are the electronic
specialists. They say there has
been too much misuse of CBs.

The Ellensburg State Patrol
detachment operates a REACT

Pre-washed Denim
Spring Sweaters
Knit Shirts & Tops

·:·:I
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T-shirts

Open
Fri. Nite

•• I

Downtown
Ellensburg

• • -..................................------.................................

:{ l

The symbol of quality
in the
Kittitas Valley

I'~:~

\:h~.

111 West Sixth
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925-2505 . :6/{f
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Barring 'problems,' Fleetwood Mac coming
by BOB WHEATLEY
Entertainment Editor

Central has not had what could be termed a
major-act concert this year, but things may be
looking up. Negotiations have been taking place over
the last two weel.s to settle on a definite name and
price. It became official as of Monday, Feb. 9, that
Fleetwood Mac is the ASC choice.
Contracts have not yet been signed, and although
the ASC has made verbal agreements with Albatross
Productions, there is still room for problems. Ken
Kinnear, owner of Albatross, which is putting
together the Northwest tour for Fleetwood, said that

the band's manager must approve all of the va:rious
dates before the contract can be sent. But barring
any unforeseen problems, Central will have a major
sbow on Thursday, May 6.
Booking a major show has been difficult this year
for the ASC Entertainment Committee, headed by
Pat Strong. Three conditions had to be met before
any talk of contracts could begin. First, the band
must be traveling in our area during certain dates
that the Pavilion facilities are available. Next, and
perhaps most important, it must be an act that the
students will go to see, and one that the college
Board of Trustees will approve. What that is
referring to is the type of music. Due to security
problems and resultant damage to the Pavilion
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Fennelly, Creach reviewed
by ROB MATES
KCWS Manager

Michael Fennelly
Stranger's Bed
Mercury SRM-1-1043
Michael Fennelly is probably the
most talented unknown musician
around.
During the late '60s he was part
of the notorious Millenium. II1 the
early '70s he led Crabby Appleton;
Miting · :md singing ~o Back as
well as everything else the group
recorded.
Go Back was Fennelly's first
commercial success on the AM
charts and probably his last · as
well. /
His next musical venture was
his first solo effort, a 1974 album
called Lane Changer. The changes
continued on Lane Changer from
searing blitz rock to comfortably
complex ballads to acoustic love
songs.
Stranger's._ Bed is his latest solo
production and probably his best
album to date. The album contains
a variety of sound: h'ard driving
rock to mellow ballads. Side one is
predominantly rock while side two
is· softer.
The addition of guitarist Brian
Page, with Fennelly on lead guitar
gives the rockers more depth.
Fennelly is more explosive and
does more picking than in the past.
Pretty Face/Hard BargaiD"
Driver contains a smooth transition into a clean guitar solo
resembling early Led Zepplin
material.
The title tune, Stranger's Bed,
stands out as one of the best songs
on the LP. It's a fine example of
good writing and excellent
musicianship.

Fennelly's vocals remain consistant throughout the album, though
he does seem to have better vocaf
range on the slower tunes. Sweet
Pain, the only blues tune, contains
good vocals as well as some fancy
guitar work by Fennelly and Page.
Michael Fennelly's albums seem
to get better and better. If this is
indeed the case, his next should be
a real treat.

generally weak.
. For one th.ing the album should
stick more to its theme--Papa John
playing the fiddle. Instead the
main feature seems to be Papa
John's vocals. And as far as
singing ability goes, Papa John
Creach leaves something to be
desired.
·
Even the addition of the Midnight Sun, a California-based backup band, doesn't give the album
any additional flavor.
I'm the Fiddle Man
However, The Rocker is outPapa John Creach
standing. It maintains a good
Budda DDS 5649
rhythm with effective fiddle playing and, absolutely no vocals.
But considering his solo-debut
Except for I'm the Fiddle Man
and The Rocker, Papa John album as a whole, I think Papa
f~rearh's first solo album since his John Creach should never have
i:e~ent departure from Hot T~na is · left Hot Tuna.
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. Dancers scheduled
to perform Feb. 25
The Anna Wyman Dance
Theatre, a leading Canadian company, will perform at Central the
evening of Feb. 25.
Critically acclaimed during an
international competition in Germany in 1973, the dance group has
been in existence only a few years
but has won wide plaudits.

Vancouver, B.C., area.

The Feb. 25 performance at 8
pm is spon~ored by the ASC. · It
will be in. McConnell Auditorium.
Tickets, $1.50 apiece, will be
available at the door.
The ten-member company is
beginning its first tour of the
Northwestern United States' and
Anna Wyman, the director, will perform elsewhere in this
choreographer and founder of the nation before starting a special run.
dance theatre, studied and per- ' with t.he Arts and ..Cult.11r~ Pro-: .
formed throughout England and gramme of the 197t> Olympics in
Europe before settling in the Montreal.
OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Show Nightly 7:00 & 10:20-Sunday 5:00 & 8:20
The Greatest of All Adventure Films!

CHARLES BRONSON in ALISTAIR MACLEAN'S

."BREAKHEART PASS"
Also This Wild Co-Feature

"THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT"
STARTSWEDNESDAY----WALTDISNEY'S

'' BLACKBEARDS GHOST"
The VIL LAGE
OPEN 6:45
925-4598
1------------------ENDSTUESDAY
ROBERT REDFORD/ FAYE DUNAWAY
CUFFROBERTSON/MAXVONSYDOW .

THE AMERICAN
TRIBAL LOVE-ROCK
MUSICAL
DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY

105 E. 4th

BOOK & LYRICS: GEROME RAGNI
JAMES RADO
MUSIC: GALT MAC DERMONT

925-2394
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W. .Al..-

LIBERTY Theatre

HOPP Y'S
Shaklee Organic Home
& Health Products,
Natural Foods
Indian Bedspreads
Woodf1re Pottery & Fine
Smoking Accessories

..: .:.

several yea:r_:s ago a "ban" on hard rock major
concerts was made. This means that certain types of
groups such as Black Sabbath or Kiss would be
unacceptable to Central's administration.
Finally, the show has fo fall within the financial
limits set by the ASC budget. Altogether, $12,000
has been designated for the concert. This amount
must cover costs for both groups (warm-up act and
Fleetwood), lights and sound, security personnel,
tickets and advertising. After repeated negotiations
with Albatross a price agreement was made that put
the concert within the $12,000 limit.
It was determined by the Entertainment Committee that Fleetwood was the best act for the best price
that would meet the three conditions .

FULL ORCHESTRA & CHORUS
SPECIAL
LIGHTING EFFECTS

IN A STANLEY SCHNEIDER PflOOUCTION
A STONEY POLLACK FILM

Nightly
At
7:00
Only
PARAMOUNT PK:TURES CORPORATION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH NAT COHEN PRESENTS
AJOHN BRABOURNE
·RK:HARO GOODWIN PRODUCTION

AWllA~n
Tickets available at CWSC information office. 5.
tu ents
General. In Yakima at YVC Bookstore, Stereobird-Valley Mall,
Tapetown and T9by's Sound.

Shows

"ATIRllHC41 If
INTIKWNIN'
WlllBUNITr•
-Vincent Canby,
New York Times

DEGREE APPLICATIONS
RA dl'gree applications are now being
Bt't'l'plt•d in the Registrar's Office for spring
11uart1•r 1976 graduation. The deadline for
all applications is April 9.

TAX ASSISTANCE
Volunteer Income Tax Assisters
(VITA) will provide advice and prepare
income tax returns for low-income wage
earners and senior citizens through March 6
at the Ellensburg Public Library. A VITA
volunteer will be at the library Mondays
and Wednesdays from 7 to 9 pm and
Saturday from 11 am to 3 pm. For further
information, contact Ralph Coston of the
Yakima IRS office, at 575-5858, or Steve
Addington, VITA volunteer, at 925-6141.

STOP SMOKING CLINIC
The Center for Campus Ministry will
offer a 5-day Stop Smoking Clinic from Feb.
22-26 in SUB 206. The sessions are
scheduled from 7:30-9 pm. Clinics of this
type have had a 70-90 per cent success rate
in the past without the use of gimmicks. For
further infor:nation, contact Don Reiber at
925-5804.

creative breadmaking, old-fashioned taffy
pulling and modern microwave cookery.
The Feb. 24 session, "Antiques: A Valuable
Oldtimer," will offer a workshop on judging
and buying antiques as well as information
about antique auctions. On March 2, a class
on "Crafts Yesterday and Today" will offer
do-it-yourself techniques in macrame, corn
husk dolls, hooked rugs .and batik.

ADULT BICENTENNIAL CLASSES
Adult bicentennial classes open to
Central students and the Ellensburg community will be held Feb. . 24 and March 2,
from 7-9 pm in Michelson 126. There is no
charge for the classes and free babysitting
will be provided. The first session, entitled
"Edibles for Fun," will include jerky snacks,

Find out how you can help yourself, your
community, and your country.
Call for information about your local
Guard unit.
Contact Lt. Sawyer
Co.A, 1st BN, 161st INF, "M"
Ellensburg - 925-1827

ITBlional
Eguard

An equal opportunity outfit

MIDWINTER CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL

FREE THREE PART WORKSHOP

MEXICO PROGRAM
Orientation for spring quarter participants in the Mexico Program will be held on
Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 7 pm in SUB 204.
Students who would like to learn more
about the Instructional Center in Guadalajara are welcome to attend. There will be
slides and discussion and past participants
will be on hand to help answer questions.

Fl:\A'.\CIAL All>
t\ppli<·ations for sumnwr quart1·r ~at ion
·~I I >irl'<'t St udl'nt Loans may h1· pi<·k1·d Ujt
lrom Mar<"h I to April lfi in thl' ()ffi<"1· of
Finaneial Counseling and Finaneial Aid
Bari;I' 209. To qualify for a loan, appli<"ants
must havp hPPn enrollPd spring quartl•r,
1976, at Central. The deadline for submission of the aid applications to the Office of
Financial Aid is April 30.

WANTED
Person to work in a small development-.
al disabilities program with 15-20 clients.
Primary disability mental retardation. The
center is located in Moses Lake.
Duties and responsibilities: Instruct
clients in daily living skills, social adjustment training, pre-vocational skills and
recreation. Will involve assessment of
individual progress and writing of individual objectives. Will also be responsible for
maintenance of individual and program
records. Will work with and supervise
volunteers.
Qualifications: Will need training or
experience in writing objectives and teaching. Will need to be able to carry out
program duties independently with limited
supervision. Must be willing to work with
individuals who have disabilities such as
mental retardation (educable and trainable)
cerebral palsy, deaf and multiply impaired.
Salary: $600-$800 depending on qualifications. This position is currently assumed to
be a temporary replacement during a leave
of absence of from two to four months.
Possibility that a permanent position could
become available. Position is scheduled to
begin on or before March 8, 1976.
Submit resumes to: Grant County Training Center, Inc., 26th & Bolling, Moses
LakeJ Wash. 98837.

SUMMER NDSL LOAN APPLICATIONS

3rd Session-March 2-"Crafts Yesterday and
Today"
Make for yourself:
Macrame
Corn Husk Dolls
Hooked Rugs
Batik
Sponsored by the Adult Home & Family
Life Education Class at Central.

FOOD CO-OP
Community people are organizing the
Peaceful Valley Food Co-op to serve the
needs of students and the people of Kittitas
County. We need your support to provide
food inexpensively to the community. A
rummage bake sale & Cornerstone happening are already planned. Keep your eye
on bulletin boards for dates & places.

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source
items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans. work-study programs,
cooperative education programs and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools and postgraduate study or research~ funded on national, regional and local
levels by the federal government, states, . cities, foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional as~ociations, fraternal organizations
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.
BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214~ 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me _ _ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing$ ________ (check or money order).
Name

-------------------'-----------------------------------------------

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _______ Zip _ _ __

2nd Session-Feb. 24th-"Antiques:
A
Valuable Oldtimer"
A contemporary workshop on knowing and
buying antiques
Learn about Antiques and Antique
Auctions

1976-77 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION
Financial aid applications and Parent's
and Student's Confidential Statements for
1976-77 are now available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid.
Students applying for financial aid at
Central must turn in two forms: 1. The
Central Financial Aid Application must be
sent to the Office of Financial Aid, Barge
209, by March 1.
2. The Student Financial Statement or
Parent's Confidential Statement must be
sent to P.O. Box 1501, Berkley, Calif., by
March 1.

FOUND
Reading glasses near the Psychology
Building. Owner correctly identify color,
style and case color and they are yours
(again). Call B. Gallagher at 925-2446.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
The Office of Financial Aid has been
receiving and will continue to receive
information concerning summer employment for students from organizations
throughout the United States and overseas.
This information is readily available in
Barge 209 for students to review at their
convenience.

TRAPSHOOTING CLINICS TO BE HELD
The Ellensburg Trap Club will conduct
a short course for anyone interested in
learning some pointers about trapshooting.
These training courses will be held on Feb.
15, 22 and 29 at 10:30 am at Bowers Field.
The training is designed to encourage new
shooters and/or improve scores for those
with some experience.
Introductory remarks will cover trap
shooting rules and safety rules. Bill Evans,
from Ketichan, Alaska, will be available for
some personal instruction. Evans is the
former Alaska State Trapshooting Champion and has been a trapshooting instructor
for nine years. He is a life-long member of
the American Trapshooting Association and
has shot over 35,000 registered targets.

1976-77 BEOG APPLICATIONS
Application for the BEOG are now
available in the Office of Financial Aid for
the 1976-77 school year. Federal regulations
are now changed and all undergraduates
are eligible to apply. All' undergraduate
students applying for other types of
financial aid are required to submit a BEOG
application.
ECEMAJORS
Applications for spring 1976-- ECE 442.1
may be obtained in Hebeler 100 and should
be returned to that office as soon as
possible.
MIDWINTER CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL
Children of Ellenshurg and Kittitas
County are invited to visit Pooh Hear's JOO
Acre Wood at the Ellensburg Day Care
Center in Brooklane Village. The festival
will be held Feb. 28 from 10 am to 4 pm.
Children, 25 cents, parents, free. Proceeds
will go to the Childcare Scholarship Fund.

On the instruction days, the Trap Club
will furnish 50 targets, 50 shells (12 ga.J and
the coaching by Bill Evans for $10. If
individuals furnish their own trapload
shells, instruction and 50 targets will cost
$4. All that is needed is a shotgun--the most
common one used for trapshooting is the 12
gauge. A few guns will be available at the
club.
Anyone is welcome to shoot during
scheduled shooting hours at 10 am Saturday
and Sunday. The cost for 25 targets is Sl.25
(without coaching). Shooters may furnish
their own shells or purchase them at the
Club (only 12 gauge sold).
If further information is desired. plea!'>e
call Don Guy at 925-1161 after .':i:3(J pm .
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Contains the most up-to-date information on:

® Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

All lost keys should be returned to Campus
Service Department, Physical Plant.

Tuesdays 7-9:3Q p1p
Michelson Hall, Room 126
Free Babysitting Provided

G"UIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCAT.ION

Adddress

LOST KEYS

Children of Ellensburg and Kittitas County
are invited to visit Pooh Bear's 100 Aker
Wood at the Ellensburg Day Care Center,
at Brooklane Village. The festival will be
held Feb. 28 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Children--25 cents, Parents--free. Proceeds
will go to the Childcare Scholarship Fund.

DEAN'S T. V. & APPLIANCE
WELCOMES YOU!

Heaclquarten For

.,.v. RENTALS AND

.SA11$

. .EPAIU
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Swimmers take title;
league records set
The Central Wildcats' swim
team won the Evergreen Conference title and set nine new
conference records at the Evergreen Conference Swimming and
Diving Championships at Central
durin 1:r the weekend.
Ce~tral won the title with 691
points, followed by Southern Oregon with 465, Eastern with 247,
Oregon College with 82 and Western with 14.
Conference records were set by
Craig Brown in the 500-yard
freestyle with respective times of
4:54.4 and 17:14.6 breaking his old
time of 4:45.2 and 17:41.5. Craig
Weishaar in the 200 individual
medley, in the 400 individual
medley and the 200-yard butterfly
had times of 2:01.l, 4:18.3 and
1:59.9, respectively, which were
also all new pool records.
Mike W alstead set a conference
record in the 200-yard freestyle
with a time of 1:50.6, bettering the
old time of 1:51.3. Ed Walstead set
a conference record in the 200yard backstroke with a 2:04.6
time, breaking the old record of

2: 05.02. Eric Tracy set a record in
the 100-yard freestyle with a time
of 49.1, bettering the old mark of
49.22.
The 400 medley relay team of
Ed Walstead, Brown, Russ. Ferguson and Tracy set a record with a
3:41.7 time, which is the second
best time in the nation.
Other victories were scored by
Tracy in the 50-yard freestyle with
a time of 22.0, which was a new
school record. Ed Walstead, in the
100-yard butterfly, had a time of
54.0. The 800-yard freestyle relay
team had a 7:25.8 time and the
400-yard freestyle relay team had
a time of 3:22.8.
Dave Cotton also won the oneand three-meter diving with
417 .80 and 440.55 points, respectively.
Carl Neuenfeldt, who was second in the 500-yard freestyle,
qualified for the nationals next
month.
The team will be competing in
the Inland Empire Senior AA U
Invitational in Yakima on Saturday.

Meet aims for spring
Central's women's track team
competed in a non-scoring indoor
meet at UW last Saturday.
Each of the women on the team
bettered her times and distances.
Melanie Kiehn bettered her
distance in the long jump to 16'
13/4". Gail Schnider jumped 5' in
the high jump to better her mark
by two inches. Bobby Catron
threw the shot-put 35' 11 1/2" to
improve her distance by two feet.
Nancy Ehle scored a 2:32 time in
the 880-yard dash and had a strong
quarter-mile. Joanne Jordon had a
time of 30.91 in the 300-yard dash
and Barb Fields had the fastest
time for C.entral in the 60-yard
dash with a 7. 7 time.
The 880 relay team made a good
showing, but their handoffs need
lots of work. The mile relay team
came through with a 4:26 time.
"It was a good meet," said Jan
Boyungs, head coach. "It gave us a
chance to look at competition for
spring."
"SPC is going to be the toughest
team to face this spring and
Flat 1·1ead Valley, OCE and U of

Oregon are going to be strong
teams.
"Our performances in this meet
were better than they were in the
Whitworth meet and if we continue to improve, we should make
a good showing this spring."

J

Opposition sinks; Wildcats swim,
take first in Highline dual meet
The Central women's swim team
took first at a dual meet competition at Highline defeating U of British Columbia, Western, Seattle U,
U of Idaho and Highline.
Central defeated U of British
Columbia, 103-23; Western, 11670; Seattle U, 100-28; U of Idaho.

100-32; and Highline, 85-50, to
finish their dual meet season at
14-5.
The victories for Central came
from the 200-yard medley relay
team of Ardis Bow, Wanda Smith,
Nancy Baer and Phoebe Terhaar
with a -2:04.5 time which was a

'Cats down OCE, Western

Central put the hammer down on two EvCo
basketball teams last weekend. Central downed
Oregon College this past Friday night, 100-72, and
then turned aroun~ to crush Western, 91-84, on
Saturday.
Against Oregon College, it was all Les Wyatt as
the 6-foot-5 junior connected for 25 points and hauled
down nine rebounds.
With a 48-25 bulge at intermission, Central never
looked back. The closest Oregon could get was early
in the second half when Central still had a
commanding lead of 22 points, 65-43.
"We seem to have turned things around," said
Coach Nicholson and turn things around Central did.
Earlier this season when College and Central met,
the 'Cats squeaked out a one-point thriller in
Monmouth, Ore.

Balanced scoring was the key to the victory as all
12 of Central's varsity players scored. Joining Wyatt
in double figures were Dave Oliver with 16, Byron
Angel with 12 while Joel Diggs canned 10.
Saturday night the Wildcats continued their great
team play by crushing fourth place Western, 94-81.
Western made a game of it as Central could only
muster a six-point halftime lead, 38-32.
From · the outset of the second half the game
became a rout. Central poured in 24 points to
Western's four. All this scoring took place in just the
first six minutes of the second half.
Angel continued his excellent play as he scored 20
points and nabbed 13 rebounds.
The Wildcats venture to Oregon for two games
this weekend. Following the road-trip, Central
returns home for a grudge match· against Seattle
Pacific, in a non-league encounter on Feb. 25.

I

school record. Baer in the 50-yard
breaststroke had a time of 35.6.
The 200-yard freestyle relay
team of Christy Busk, Baer, Smith
and Terhaar had a 1:54.1 time.
Bow in the 50-yard butterfly had a
time of 30.2 and Terhaar in the
100-yard backstroke had a 1:11.11
time.
Ellen Waller also ·won the onemeter and the three-meter diving
with 141.95 and 168.50 points,
respectively.
Bow set a new school record in
the 100-individual medley with a
time of 1:06.6 and Terhaar set a
new frosh record in the 200-yard
freestyle with a 2: 10.1 time.
The team will be competing in
the Northwest Championships at
UW on Feb. 26-28. The team
finished ninth last year and hopes
to improve on that this year.
"I felt that Sandy Minnich, Debbie Finnigan, Busk and Linda Van
Houten are the ones who make the
dual meet season by winning the
meets for the team," said Mark
Morrill, head coach. "They are the
one who get the second and third
places in the meets."

-----~~------~-------------------Vustdon'thavedepth-'---------------------------------------~

•

NAIA swimming chances doubtful th 1syear
Does Central's swimming team have a
shot at the NAIA national title this year?
When asked, 'Cat Swim Coach Bob Gregson
said, "Our chances are limited--we just don't
h~ve the depth."
Central, currently ranked number two in
· the NAIA, has some stiff competition
around the country. Two swimming powerhouses include Pacific Lutheran, ranked
number four and Simon Fraser, currently
ranked number one; and both are local
colleges.
Simon Fraser has swimmers qualified in
all 18 swim meet events.

Enthusiastic about the team, Coach
Gregson boasts six All-Americans: Joe
White, a senior from Spokane and his
younger brother, Jerry, a junior; Craig
Brown, a senior from Glendale, Calif.; Ed
Walstead, a Longview junior; Eric Tracy
and Craig Weisaar, both Bellevue sophomores.

nationals, Russell Ferguson from Yakima
and Mike Walstead, Ed Walstead's younger
brother. We expect big things from both of
them," said swimming mentor Gregson.

Each of the six All-Americans have
qualified for national competition. Also to
qualify are Chuck White (Jerry White's
brother) and Bill Miller of Tacoma.

Now in his tenth year as coach at Central,
Gregson and his swimming teams have
developed a remarkable and rather enviable record. In the last 11 years 'Cat
swimmers have finished out of the nation's
top ten only once. Also worth mentioning,
Central has finished seventh or better nine
out of 11 times.

"We also have two rapidly developing
freshmen who have qualified for the

Last year, Central swam to a second
place finish in the National meet which was

held in Marshall, Minn.
The next challenge for Central's swimmers will be in Moscow, Idaho, March 12-14,
where the Northwest College and University Championships will be held. The 11
schools involved in the competition will be
the U of Oregon, UW, Montana, Idaho,
Simon Fraser, Pacific Lutheran, University
of Puget Sound, Southern Oregon, Eastern,
Highline and Central.
Following Northwest competition, Cenwill have to wait for the National
Championships March 5, 6, 7 in Marshall, Minn.
~.ral
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Gymnasts take 2nd at UofM
five qualify for regional meet
The women's gymnastics team
at Central placed second at the U
of Montana Invitational meet last
Saturday.
U of Montana won the meet with
86.42 points, followed by Central
with 68.44 and Seattle U with
67.44.
Best individual performances
for Central came from Jane Moser
who placed third in the floor
exercise with 7.8 points and placed
fourth on the balance beam. Tina
LaRoque placed fourth in the
vaulting.

Patty Austen made some of her
best scores in the floor exercises
and on the balance beam.
"I was pleased with the performances of most of the girls,"
said Deloris Johns, head coach .
"This was our third competition
with · Seattle U with Central
placing ahead of them twice and
Seattle U winning once.
"Overall we still need to improve on our uneven bars and
balance beam routines to eliminate
the falls in those events."
The team is com_peting at WSU

Elemburg--11111

this weekend.
"I hope we can qualify a few
more girls for regionals," Johns
said.
Five girls have qualified for
regional which will be held on
March 12 and 13 at Pacific U in
Forest Grove, Ore. The girls who
have qualified are Jane Moser in
all-around; Tina LaRoque in floor
exercises and vaulting; Kit
Boudreux on the uneven bars;
Sandy Melville in the floor exercise and Andi Carton in vaulting
and the uneven bars.

Lake-~Wenatchee

-B ONANZA SKI
Campus Crier has two
positions open effective

ORDICA BOOTS
METEOR (Reg $195)
SLALOM (Reg $160)

$1 4 6 2 5
$119 95

irnrnediat~ly.

MIRROR (Reg $145)
PRO

(Reg $115)

PMT Op-erator - some basic
photographic experience

LADY
ELITE (Reg $115)

BINDINGS

SKIS

GEZE (Reg '55 )

( 1974-75 models)
Lange
$
5000
(Reg '185)
Spa I ding 1h pric

- $3300
LOOK GT (Reg '55)

- $3300
LOOK NEV ( Reg '90)

Avant
$3995
.
(Reg'l30)
·
XL-1500
$1700
(Reg '99 95 )

- $6750
ALSOP (Reg '65)

- $2QOO

(Skis - Boots- Poles)

Trak - Kongsbu rg
-Skilom - Latu

SAVE

35 %

CENTURY
COMP-E TITION
Reg·s135 Was '79

NOW

Adidas- Nike
- Puma - Spot Built
(spikes- baseball,
jogging)

Best select Ion
In Eastern Wash.

$14995

PRO TENNIS
DEPT.
Rackets s5oo to s14ooo
Head-Davis
-Wilson - PDP
-Yamaha
Rackets restrung
'6 95 to $24 95

needed.
Production Worker
Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday nights Call 963-1026

(

~~~
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information, call 963-3537 or 9631511.
WINTER FLOATING
SEMINAR

SEATTLE SYMPHONY
There will be a van going to
the Seattle Symphony Feb. 22.
The cost of $5 includes transportation and tickets. The program
will consist of Bruckner's Sym~
phony #8conducted by Varoujan
Kodjian. We will be leaving from
the east end of the Hertz parking
lot at 12 pm on Sunday. Sign up
in the Tent 'n Tube or in SUB
102. For further information, call
963-3537 or 963-1511.

Outdoor Programs is sponsoring a Winter Floating Seminar,
· Monday, Feb. 23 in the SUB
Theater at 7 pm. Don Wise and
Mike McLeod, only two of the
many "Yakima River Afficionados,"will share a slide presentation and discussion of winter
rafting equipment and technique.
Admission is free.
To follow up the seminar, a
winter river float is scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 28 from 9 am-3
pm. Cost is $2 per person.
Floaters will depart from the
Hertz parking .I.ot (~ast end) at 9
am. Sign up in the Tent 'n Tube.

SKIING TRIPS
Join us on Feb. 25 for a night
of skiing at Alpental.
Transportation· is $2.75. We
leave from the east .end of the
Hertz parking lot at 5 pm each
Wednesday afternoon. Sign up at
the Tent 'n Tube. For further

Washington State
1s in an Educational

Women's basketball team
beats WSU, lose to SPC
by VICKI SIM,SON
The Wildcats' women's basketball team brought their win-loss
record to 6-5 after defeating WSU,
52-43, and losing to SPC, 78-73, last
weekend.
Against WSU, Central led at
half-time, 23-22.
"WSU played a person-toperson defen~e which we had not
anticipated, so they contained us
fairly well during the first half,"
said Pat L~cey, head coach. "We
were also playing without the
services of Sheryl Fergeran, our
top player who was out with the
flu."
In the second haif, Julie Davis
went in for some back door lay-ins
to give Central 3i, good lead and
win.
Central shot 47 per cent from
the floor and 63 per cent from the
free-throw line.
Colleen Hall led Central's
scorers with 14 points while Davis,
who was six for 10 on field goals,
had 13 and Margina Young, who
was five for six on field goals, put
in 10 points.
Davis brought down 12 rebounds and Cheryl Mercier
grabbed 10.
In the game against SPC, Central was down at half-time, 43-38.

Central, with six minutes left to
go in the game, was down by 10
points, but started playing a
person-to-person defense and
made a comeback tying the score
at 65-65 with over three minutes
left to play.
Central then made several turnovers and lost its center to fouls
thereby letting SPC break away
from the tie and win the game. ·
Kim Grant scored 17 points to

lead Central's scoring; Mercier
had 13 and Young and Hall each
put in 12. Davis popped in 10.
Mercier brought down 16 rebounds and Hall grabbed eight.
"We played a hustling game, but
we didn't do it when we needed
to," said Lacey. "SPC had a height
advantage which hurt us. It was a
real good effort, but we have to
turn those efforts into winning
games."

Funding Crisis

wea

The Student Washington
Education Association needs
your leadership to bring · back
educational funding -and end
the under employment of
trained professio.nal educators.
Join us.
Contact: Andy Mcleod
963-32.63

,

HIGH QUALITY
ELLENSBURG BLUE
AGATE GEMSTONES
.•• the Northwest's most

beautiful gift

Art of Jewelry
309N. Pearl

theTAVad
Sunday Dinner

STUDENT

Spaghetti Feed

All you can eat $1 .00
·
.
5tarts 4:00 pm

Sweet

I'm an Air Force of·
ficer and this is my
sweet chariot. When I
visit home people are
happy to see me. And
proud. They say I'm
doing my part in the
community ·by show·
ing the young people
and the adults that
you really can make
it. ·You really can get
your share of the
good life.
I also feel good
about my position in
the Air Force commu·
nity. I'm a leader
there, too. I'm some·
one the other broth·

"~~~~~r:~~~11d~~,r~!lfj;
they have a voice in •
Air Force matters that · ·
concern them.
. ... .
The Air Force needs ·=·:-:-:·.... ...
more leaders ... pilots
•.. aircrew members
... math majors ... sci·
ence and engineering
majors. You might be
one of them and the
best way to find that
out is in an Air Force
ROTC program. There
are two, three, and
four-year programs.
Scholarship and nonscholarship. Why not
look into all of them
and see if one fits
your plans? It's worth
it, brother.

·

Contact Maj Richard Gray
Central Wash State College
963-2314~ Peterson Hall

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

Maybe Jesus didn't die. Maybe he
just passed out on the cross, then
woke up in the tomb, pushed over
the two-ton stone, overpowered
the Roman soldiers ... and
escaped!

TODAY
•
ONLY ·

•••••

FREE

_BRING IN YOUR TURNTABLE (Manual _or'
automatic) AND CARTRIDGE: Bob Bliven,
SHURE Factory .Representative, will use
special eq·u ipment to give you a report
on all measurable aspects of performanc.e.
P'

¥OU GET ALL THIS:

I'!

STEREO CARTRIDGE TEST &
TURNTABLE EVALUATION
CLINIC

Cartridge Specials •••·••
Prices good thru Sdturday, February 21 .

1. Clean and Inspect Stylus
2. Check Turntables Speed
3. Arm Balance and Tracking
4. Phase Check
5. Channel Balance
6. Channel Separation
7. CheckAnti-Skating
8. Check Trackability
(No Compacts or Ceramic Cartridges)
....111

Sp~cia I

Model

List
Price

Price

M91ED

$59.95

$24.95

M95ED

64.95

29.95

M93E

44.95

17.95

VlS-111

as.oo

69.95

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

Ellt>nsburg

962-2830
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